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Abstract
In this work, we demonstrate the integral role of volatile memory analysis in the digital investigation process and how that analysis can be used to help address many of the challenges facing the digital forensics
community. We also provide a look at some of the shortcomings of existing approaches to live response.
Finally, we provide the technical details for extracting in-memory cryptographic keying material from a
popular disk encryption application without knowledge of the password.
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Overview

Recently, a growing amount of attention has been given to research and advancement in the area of volatile
memory forensic analysis. Despite this increased attention, we have found that very few investigators feel
they have the time, resources, or expertise to include volatile memory analysis in their digital investigation
process. Some investigators, many of whom are faced with a backlog of cases, view volatile system memory
as yet another “substance” that needs to be analyzed. As a result, volatile memory is often not being collected
during incident response and, in instances when it has been collected, analysis typically focuses on searching
for context-free strings. The purpose of this work is to emphasize the message that volatile memory forensics
should not be thought of as an “extra task” for the overwhelmed digital investigator, but rather an integral
part of the digital investigative process. We will also demonstrate how this type of analysis can be an easy
transition for those who are already leveraging the context provided from live system response techniques.
There are a number of important forensic principles to consider when extracting data from a live system.
These considerations focus on trying to minimize the changes to the system, understanding the effects of the
changes, and minimizing the trust that is placed in the system [7]. Unfortunately, little work has been done
to evaluate how well current practices in live data collection adhere to these principles. We will provide
some initial insight into the limitations and obtrusiveness of various tools and techniques that are typically
used for live response. We will also introduce Volatools, a toolkit for Windows XP SP2 memory dumps
that will allow digital investigators to extract useful information that was previously only available on a
live system. These tools were designed to help digital investigators in the Survey Phase of the investigative
process by allowing response teams to quickly identify runtime system context and investigative leads that
maybe useful in later analysis phases.
Finally, we will demonstrate how integrating volatile memory analysis into the Survey Phase of the
digital investigation process can help address a number of the top challenges facing digital forensics. Volatile
memory analysis tools and techniques can be used to complement the tools and practices that are currently
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utilized during digital investigations. For example, we will demonstrate how investigators can leverage
the context found in volatile memory to focus investigations with large volumes of evidence and triage
temporally volatile information before it dissipates. We will also demonstrate the ability to extract keying
material from a system memory dump in order to later mount an encrypted filesystem without knowledge
of the password.

2

Related Work

One of the most thoroughly discussed topics among academics and practitioners in the field of digital forensics is the importance of a process model for digital investigation [7, 28, 29, 32, 36, 37]. A process model
allows us to organize the way we think about, discuss, and implement the procedures that are typically
performed during an investigation. It also forces us to think about all phases of an investigation and how
the tools and techniques that are used during a digital investigation fit together to support the process. In
this work, we will frame our discussion around the Integrated Digital Investigation Process model (IDIP)
proposed by Carrier and Spafford [7].
Notification
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Figure 1: Digital investigation phases in IDIP model [8]

As seen in Figure 1, the IDIP model breaks down a digital crime scene investigation into six phases:
Notification, Preservation, Survey, Search, Reconstruction, and Presentation. While the actual phases of a
digital investigation are often dependent on the specific characteristics of the incident, the general nature
of this model allows it to be applicable to many types of investigations. This model also focuses on the
computer as another crime scene that must be investigated, as opposed to just another piece of evidence.
Similar to a physical crime scene, Carrier and Spafford argue that a digital crime scene is composed of
many different types of evidence that construct the digital environment. Based on this model, we view
volatile memory as a critical aspect of the digital environment and discuss how volatile memory analysis
can influence the Survey Phase of this process.
The first paper to discuss the possibility of reliably and accurately extracting evidence from volatile
memory focused on the Preservation Phase of this same model [8]. Since the Tribble paper, there has been
a substantial amount of work discussing the importance of volatile memory analysis and hypothesizing
about the possible types of data that can be extracted. This work began with the DFRWS Memory Analysis
Challenge in 2005, which was intended to motivate research and tool development in this area. Both of
the winning submissions [3, 17] relied on list-walking and table-crawling approaches to extract information
from volatile memory images of Windows 2000. Similar techniques were also being used by Mariusz
Burdach [4] to extract digital artifacts from both Linux and Windows memory images. In contrast, others
have begun to use techniques that perform a linear-scan of memory images in order to also find both linked
and unlinked objects [19, 44]. Still other work has discussed technical details such as address translation
[2, 34, 26], pool-tags [43], swap integration [34, 26], and carving binaries out of memory [2, 19]. While
this research has exposed many interesting facets of an opaque operating system, many investigators want to
know how these developments in volatile memory analysis can improve their own methods and techniques
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in the field.

3

Live Response

For many investigators, live response has become an important aspect of the digital investigation process
[10, 29, 23]. During live response, a responder collects information from a running machine about active
objects. Live response offers the ability to peer into the runtime state of the system providing valuable
context for an investigation that had been historically lost with “snatch and grab methods.” It also allows a
digital investigator to survey the digital crime scene to determine the most economically justified response.
An investigator typically performs live response using a response toolkit [30, 29, 31, 25]. These toolkits
are frequently automated wrapper programs or scripts that run a series of command-line programs and
redirect the output to a forensic workstation or peripheral media. In many cases, the tools run during live
response are generic system administration tools that are utilized with few, if any, changes to support digital
investigations. There are also a couple of commercial agent-based systems that are designed to collect
similar information.
Live response is an important step in the advancement of digital investigation capabilities. Through it,
investigators are able to gain access to information and form hypotheses faster than they have been able to in
the past. Additionally, through the development of commercial and freely available tools, live response has
enabled users and system administrators without forensics training to be more effective when they suspect
an incident has occurred. However, there are also some disadvantages of live response and it is important
to make informed decisions, particularly in an environment where a simple query into suspicious activity
can quickly unravel into a full-fledged crime scene. The following is a set of drawbacks to consider when
deciding whether live response makes sense in your situation or organization:
1. Live response does not fit cleanly in the IDIP model.
2. Live response disturbs the state of the machine under investigation.
3. The results of live response are unrepeatable.
4. Live response does not allow for new questions or clarifications to be asked later in the investigative
process.
5. Most techniques for live response rely heavily on the trustworthiness of the target’s operating system.
The remainder of this section addresses each of these issues in more detail.

3.1

Live Response and IDIP

When viewed in light of the IDIP model, live response combines many aspects of both the Preservation
and Survey Phases. The Preservation Phase involves securing and preserving the digital crime scene, while
the Survey Phase relates to quickly identifying investigation leads based on the preserved evidence. In the
case of live response, the crime scene has not been secured or preserved, but preliminary evidence is still
collected. An attempt is generally made to preserve and secure the evidence (tool output), rather than the
raw data provided as input to the tool. While building the IDIP model, Carrier made the following statement
about the reliability of evidence collected from a live system, “the challenge is to minimize the changes,
understand the effect of those changes, and minimize the trust that is placed on the operating system of the
live system” [7]. While many have discussed the types of information that can be collected and the tools
that can be used during live response [10, 29, 23], little work has been done to address or quantify responses
to the challenges that Carrier laid out.
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3.2

Impact on a Target Host

Best practice requires that an investigator must, when performing any act on a machine under investigation,
minimize the impact of that act on the target system and understand the effects of that act. It is commonly
understood that, when investigators performs live analysis, they are altering the digital environment in which
the incident occurred. However, we are not aware of any work that quantifies or characterizes the actual
impact of performing live response. In this work, we attempt to quantify this impact as the percentage of
bytes of physical memory that were different after running a typical live response toolkit.
Our experiments were performed using a Windows XP SP2 virtual machine running in VMware 5.5.3
build-34685 on a Linux host. Table 1 provides detailed information about our test environment. The live
response toolkit used in our experiments was the Windows Forensic Toolchest (WFT), which was run from
an e-fense Helix compact disc (version 1.8-10-05-2006), with the output stored directly to a network share
(also mounted at the time of response). The default Helix configuration of WFT was used and all the
commands were run except those which would modify the local disk.
Base OS
Kernel:
Memory:
Processor:

Gentoo 1.12.6
Linux 2.6.16-gentoo-r7
1GB RAM
P4 Hyperthread 2.8GHz

Table 1: Test environment details
In order to evaluate the impact of performing live response with WFT, we needed to have an experimental
baseline that would provide a useful frame of reference. This baseline was created by taking periodic
snapshots at specific intervals to track the percentage of bytes of physical memory that changed as a function
of time for the Windows XP SP2 machine performing no user tasks. (The only load on the system was due
to standard background services, such as McAfee Antivirus and the default screen saver.) These baselines
were generated for virtual machines that were given 256 MB and 512 MB of physical memory. As shown in
Table 2, for the machine possessing 512 MB of physical memory, 96.7% of the bytes in memory remained
unchanged after 60 minutes. After 900 minutes, 85% of the bytes still remained unchanged. In the case of
the machine with 256 MB of physical memory, 90.4% of the bytes in memory did not change after the first
60 minutes. After 900 minutes, 73.8% of the bytes in memory remained unchanged. As expected, we can
see from these results that the percentage of modified bytes increases as a function of time and the machine
with less memory experienced a higher percentage of changes, which we hypothesize is due to a greater
need for paging memory.

Minutes
0
5
10
60
120
900

Different
0
14175676
16253700
25731960
54416944
70430438

256MB
Total
268435456
268435456
268435456
268435456
268435456
268435456

% Same
100.00
94.7191
93.9450
90.4141
79.7281
73.7626

Different
0
10059162
12272451
17804666
20542693
77252490

512MB
Total
536870912
536870912
536870912
536870912
536870912
536870912

% Same
100.00
98.1263
97.7141
96.6836
96.1736
85.6106

Table 2: Bytes of physical memory that changed as a function of time (unused system)

Now that we have a frame of reference, we can evaluate the impact of running WFT on each of the
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previously described virtual machines. This data was collected by taking a memory capture before the tool
was run and another one immediately after it finished. For the machine with 256 MB of physical memory,
only 67.2% of the bytes in memory remained unchanged after the tool had finished. The machine with 512
MB was impacted slightly less, with 69.4% of the bytes remaining unchanged. We also evaluated the case
where dd was the only tool run from the Helix CD. After running dd on the machine with 256 MB of
physical memory, 76.9% of the bytes in memory remained unchanged. In the case of the machine with 512
MB, 89.8% bytes remained unchanged. As a point of comparison, it is interesting to note that there was a
larger percentage of bytes changed in both the 256MB and 512MB after running WFT than if we had let the
machine continue to run unused for at least 15 hours.
While these results are preliminary and only provide a high-level perspective, we can see that running
live response toolkits can substantially alter the digital environment. More research needs to be done to
understand the effects of those changes and to determine if those changes are destroying potential evidence.
These results do emphasizes that, if we are going to rely on these tools for live response, more analysis
needs to be done to understand their effects. The results also exemplify why taking a volatile memory dump
should be the first task performed on the system, particularly if live response is to be utilized. Finally, the
results also demonstrate that reducing live collection to a simple volatile memory capture can reduce our
impact on the system.
Our experiments demonstrate that live response may change the underlying environment significantly in
some cases. However, this is not, at least in our view, the most compelling reason to take caution with live
response. The remainder of this section addresses the three most significant challenges facing live response.

3.3

Repeatability of Live Response

For some situations, having complete information about what really happened in an incident is far more
important than collecting indisputable proof or being able to convince others of your findings. However, in
many cases, particularly in those of interest to a court of law, the ability to provide proof of how a conclusion
was reached is essential. Generally speaking, automated tools that perform a deterministic procedure to
aggregate, summarize, or display data can be objectively verified or reproduced by a third-party expert.
However, in the case of live response, while the tools themselves can be verified, the input data on which
they are run can never be reproduced. Live response tools, by their very nature, are run on an unknown
system that is in an unknown state. Furthermore, even if we could somehow argue that, because the tool
itself is well-formed, the output could only have been produced based on a particular set of inputs, each
action performed by the tool clearly modifies future inputs to the same tool or other tools used on the same
system. Simply put, we can never reproduce the exact same inputs to the exact same tools, thereby making
it difficult to prove the correctness of any results that have been gathered.

3.4

Asking New Questions Later

As discussed above, current live response procedures do not provide a mechanism to collect the exact same
input state as it existed when the tool was originally run. An additional result of this property is that it is
impossible to examine the same data in a different way, either to ask for more detail or to ask a different
question altogether. Consider, for example, a tool suite that lists a large amount of information about a
running system. This information might include all open network connections, running processes, loaded
shared libraries, etc. If, at a later point in the investigation, more detail is needed, for example some programspecific property of a given process, it will be impossible to retrieve that information.
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3.5

Trust

One of the fundamental prerequisites for gaining a true understanding of what occurred during an incident
is having accurate data. Having confidence that the evidence under consideration is, in fact, a true representation of the underlying system is paramount. In terms of live response, we have already pointed out the
importance of input data. Unfortunately, because all live response tools of which we are aware run directly
on a potentially compromised system, they rely on the underlying operating system, and in some cases system libraries, for accurate access to resources. Even tools which attempt to determine the integrity of the
operating system may be fooled if the attacker has perfect knowledge of the tool and control of the system
before it is installed. Furthermore, on the majority of commodity systems, it is impossible to even know if
the live response tool itself has been run in an unmodified way. This means that, even if the tool itself has
been verified, the executing instance of that tool may be untrustworthy.

3.6

Summary

This section has pointed out some of the advantages and caveats of live response. The takeaway is not that
live response should be abandoned, but rather that, as with any forensics tool or technique, it is important
to understand both the costs and benefits of each mechanism to be utilized. As always, understanding your
goals and environment, having a plan, and being well-informed is the best strategy before taking action.
Live response is an incredibly valuable tool. However, as we demonstrate in the remainder of this paper,
direct analysis of volatile memory may be a much better fit for some investigators.

4

Volatile Memory Analysis

In this section, we describe how the direct analysis of volatile memory images can help address some of
the challenges facing live response. Volatile memory analysis can be used instead of or in addition to live
response, depending on the goals of a particular investigation.

4.1

Integration into IDIP

Volatile memory analysis can be cleanly separated into two phases. First, in the Preservation Phase, volatile
memory can be captured using a number of possible mechanisms, as described in the literature. Next, in
the Survey Phase, the preserved data can be verifiably copied and analyzed in a more trusted, well-defined
environment. Unlike live response, analysis does not itself put in jeopardy the evidence being collected.

4.2

Impact on Target Host

Because collection is the only task performed while the system is live, we are much more optimistic that
mechanisms can be improved to minimize impact on the collected evidence. As shown in our experiments
regarding live response, even simple mechanisms such as copying memory from an operating system virtual device do not impact the system as much as live response. Additionally, as volatile memory analysis
becomes more mainstream, reliable memory capture is a feature that could be integrated directly into system design. Fundamentally, the impact on the host is strictly a function of the mechanism used to perform
capture and there is good reason to believe this can be minimized.

4.3

Repeatability

When volatile memory images are analyzed directly, the raw data used by the tools and the tools themselves
can be made accessible to any third-party reviewer who can then reach his or her own conclusions about
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the validity of the evidence. Furthermore, the same operations can be repeated and even reimplemented for
comparison and tool testing. Even collection mechanisms might be verifiable by utilizing multiple at or near
the same time and then comparing the low-level data for bitwise differences.

4.4

Asking New Questions Later

Because low-level memory data is available, tools can be modified or new tools written to extract more
patterns, information, or evidence from the same underlying data. Unlike live response, volatile memory
analysis allows for questions that remain unanswered at the time of initial analysis to possibly be answered at
a later date with more expertise, understanding, or additional evidence. For example, if a particular malware
technique is unknown to authorities at the time live response is performed, it is unlikely that later analysis
will be able to determine whether the malware existed on the target machine. However, if direct memory
analysis is performed, new detection techniques can be implemented and used on the original data.

4.5

Trust

Volatile memory analysis provides a clean separation between data collection and data analysis. As a result,
more time can be spent characterizing the effectiveness of data capture mechanisms, which are likely to be
simpler and better understood, while data analysis can be run on trusted machines in the presence of trusted
personnel. Furthermore, the repeatability of memory analysis lends itself to a higher degree of confidence
in the evidence produced by it.

4.6

Summary

While we believe the above are strong reasons to favor volatile memory analysis, or at least augment live
response with some direct analysis, memory analysis is not without its challenges. First, it requires a toolset
and expertise that the vast majority of investigators do not currently possess. Our intention is to directly
address this problem by releasing Volatools, described next. Still, there are other challenges facing volatile
memory analysis. We describe these later in this paper.

5

Volatools

In this section, we introduce the Volatools reference implementation in more detail. Volatools is a commandline toolkit intended to assist with the Survey Phase of a digital investigation, similar to tools that are currently used for live data collection. In fact, it is our intention to demonstrate that the information investigators
are currently collecting from a live machine [28] can also be extracted offline from a volatile memory image.
As a result, these investigators are able to reduce their obtrusiveness on the state of the system and produce
repeatable results. This toolkit is intended to provide an open-source tool set that can introduce digital investigators to volatile memory analysis and allow investigators to begin to integrate these techniques into
their digital investigation process. As it is only a reference implementation, this version of the tool set only
supports analysis of valid memory pages and is focused on support for Windows XP SP2. This implementation also only supports the list-walking and table-crawling approaches previously mentioned, the limitations
of which will be discussed at the end of the paper. All programs in the Volatools toolkit are currently implemented in the Python programming language [35]. The following are a representative subset of the type of
information that can be collected from a volatile memory image with the Volatools toolkit:
• Date and Time. System date and time information can play a very important role in volatile memory
analysis and the digital investigation. It can prove useful for both documenting when the memory
7

acquisition was performed and for correlating with other times to create a timeline of events that
occurred within the digital crime scene. For example, kernel objects associated and sockets and
processes occasionally have creation times associated with them. This information is also useful for
correlating information between multiple machines that may be involved in the incident and establishing an estimate of relative clock drift. During live data collection, this information would typically be
generated by running the date and time commands on the system under investigation [23, 10, 29].
• Running Processes. Information about running processes on the system also has the potential to
provide valuable information. It may provide the investigator the ability to detect rogue or suspicious
processes on the system that an adversary or piece of malware is using to persist on the system. During
a live data collection, this information would typically be generated by running PsList [41] on the
system under investigation [23, 10, 29].
• Open Ports. Open ports may also provide useful investigation leads about suspicious activity on the
system. As with enumerating processes, it could also provide insight into an adversary’s attempt
to persist on the system. Open sockets could be listening for incoming connection and provide a
backdoor into the system. It also provides information about possible attack vectors into the system.
In Section 6.1, we will discuss how this information can be useful for volatile targeting. During a live
data collection, this information would typically be generated by running netstat on the system
under investigation [23, 10, 29].
• Process to Port Mappings. Sometimes finding an open socket does not provide enough context
to determine if something suspicious is happening on the system and if that socket is being used
legitimately. Thus it can be extremely useful to enumerate which process and associated executable
is responsible for having that particular port open on the system. During a live data collection, this
information would typically be generated by running fport [14] on the system under investigation
[23, 10, 29].
• Strings to Process Mappings. Until recently the primary form of analysis performed on volatile memory dumps involved searching for contiguous strings across the physical address space representation
found in the file. One of the limitations of this method is the fact that this is a context free search. In
Volatools, we now provide the ability to map those string back to the virtual address space in which
they are actually utilized. In essence, providing the ability to map the physical offset of the string
back to its corresponding virtual address.
• Process to File Mappings. Files often play a critical role in a digital investigation and the ability to
extract extra context about those files can prove valuable during the investigation. For example, the
ability to determine which process is accessing a suspicious file can often provide very useful investigative leads. Likewise, the ability to enumerate the files and directories a process is accessing can
be helpful for determining what the process is doing or elucidating suspicious activity. During a live
data collection, this information would typically be generated by running handles.exe command
[39] or FileMon [42] on the system under investigation [10, 29, 23].
• Process DLLs. Microsoft Windows supports the ability to dynamically load and unload routines
at runtime using shared objects called Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs). These loadable objects are
then mapped into the address space of a running process. While this is often considered an important feature of modern operating systems, a malicious adversary can exploit this dynamic linking to
manipulate the functionality of a process. In certain circumstances listing the DLLs that are loaded
by running processes may provide an indication of suspicious activity [47]. During a live data collec-
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tion, this information would typically be generated by running ListDLLs [40] on the system under
investigation [10, 29].
• Open Connections Another area of interest for digital investigators is the current network connections
that are established with the system under investigation. For example, a malicious adversary may be
maintaining a backdoor into the system or be using the system as a stepping stone to other systems.
Thus, open connection information can provide useful context about the state of the machine and be
helpful for determining other machines with which the system was communicating. During a live
data collection, this information about the current network connections would typically be obtained
by running netstat on the system under investigation [23, 10, 29].
We must take this opportunity to remind you that these are only Survey tools and are not intended to provide advanced or exhaustive analysis. As with their live collection counterparts, they only have the potential
to provide quickly obtainable investigative leads. Later in the paper, we will even discuss techniques an adversary may use to subvert these types of survey tools. On the other hand, by collecting volatile memory and
becoming comfortable with this type of analysis, we create a base for more advanced tools and techniques
that are much more difficult to subvert.

6

Challenges in Digital Forensics

In this section, we intend to address how integrating volatile memory analysis into the Survey Phase of
the digital investigation process has the potential to help address some of the challenges currently facing
the digital investigation community. In particular, we will focus on how investigators deal with the ever
increasing volume of evidence and the increased usage of encryption technologies.

6.1

Volume of Evidence

One of the major challenges facing the digital investigation community is dealing with the increasing large
volume of evidence associated with incidents [27, 38]. This often overwhelming volume of evidence can be
attributed to a number of different causes. Modern computers are used to store an ever increasing amount of
data. These computers are interconnected via high speed links allowing them to share large amounts of data.
The number of incidents involving computers is growing as is the number of computers associated with each
incident [18]. As a result, investigators are often overwhelmed by the amount of evidence that needs to be
collected, stored, and analyzed. This is also coupled with the growing complexity of the analysis techniques
that are being performed. Thus, it is understandable why an investigator inundated with filesystem images
and traffic dumps would be apprehensive at the thought of a yet another data store, the volatile memory
image, that needs to be analyzed.
One strategy people have suggested for addressing the volume of evidence problem is to start their investigation by using methods that attempt to target evidential leads. Unlike previous context-free methods
which focused on using statistical clustering techniques to enumerate suspicious outliers [9, 6], we suggest
leveraging the context from volatile memory to focus these initial efforts. We refer to this techniques as
volatile targeting. By leveraging volatile memory analysis techniques during the Survey Phase of the investigation process, it becomes possible to leverage the contextual artifacts that can be extracted from volatile
memory to focus the investigation leads for later phases of the process. This extra context can facilitate the
investigators initial triage and allow them to quickly obtain time-sensitive data while it still has the potential
for evidentiary value. Meanwhile, we are protecting evidential integrity of the volatile memory image so
that it can be sent back to the lab for a more in-depth and thorough analysis.
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Volatile targeting can prove extremely useful when dealing with large volumes of filesystem images or
network traffic. For example, it is common practice to perform a forensic duplication of at least one or more
hard drives during the digital investigation process, regardless of whether it is an intrusion incident or a
contraband incident. As previously mentioned, these drives could contain a voluminous amount of data. In
the example of the intrusion incident, the digital investigator can begin by targeting those executables that
are currently loaded into memory, the DLLs that were loaded by those processes, and the files and directories
the processes were accessing. On the other hand, if an investigator has detected a suspicious file during the
filesystem analysis they can go back to the volatile memory image and determine if a process was accessing
that file when the image was taken, and if a process was, what other files it was accessing as well. In some
circumstances, the information from volatile memory can even be used to determine what types of files the
intrusive code or adversary had been interested in. In the example of a contraband search, it can help the
investigator target those files and directories that were open when the drive was seized or recently accessed
in the moments before the drive was seized.
There are also a number of digital investigators who are often faced with large data stores of packet
captures. These are generally the packet captures of a large number of machines that were collected for an
extended period of time (e.g., days, weeks, months). During this period, there was an intrusion incident and
the investigator is asked to determine the extent of the damage. By capturing volatile memory of suspected
systems and leveraging volatile memory analysis in the Survey Phase of the investigation, the investigator
can begin by targeting the volatile leads. For example, if the investigator found a suspicious process running
on the system, they could target traffic flowing to any sockets the process had open or connections that were
established. On the other hand, if the investigator knew that a particular traffic flow was suspicious, they
could immediately map it back to the process and find any other open connections, files, or sockets associated
with that process. There also may be times when an investigator is using volatile targeting techniques and
discovers an encrypted network flow or an encrypted file. In the next section, we will discuss how an
investigator can use volatile memory analysis to help address this challenge as well.

6.2

Encryption

An area of growing concern for digital investigators is the increasing use of encryption technologies [13,
11]. While encryption is not a new concern for cyber investigators, the growing ubiquity, accessibility,
and usability of these technologies has the potential to seriously disrupt conventional methods of digital
investigation. We have found the two areas of particular concern are encrypted network traffic and encrypted
filesystems. Assuming strong encryption algorithms, the conventional methods investigators have to deal
with this technology including coercion, brute force, and ephemeral files are time consuming and often have
low return on investment. We intend to emphasize how including volatile memory analysis in the digital
investigation process has the potential to help address some of these issues.
By leveraging volatile memory analysis, it is often possible to extract a number of volatile artifacts
that would typically be lost, including unencrypted content, keying material, and sometimes passwords.
Often the ability to extract each of these types of data depends on implementation details of the particular
technology and the cryptographic properties the applications are designed to support. In this section, we
will focus on a case study of a popular software based filesystem encryption technology that supports “On
the fly encryption” (OTFE), and we will demonstrate how volatile memory analysis can be used to extract
the keying material from memory enabling us to mount the disk offline.
The challenge of filesystems that support OTFE has recently been garnering a substantial amount of
attention from digital investigators [31, 48]. This concern has been heightened with Microsoft’s incorporation of BitLocker Drive Encryption technology in upcoming versions of Microsoft Vista [46]. A data
protection feature that attempts to leverage the increased deployment of Trusted Platform Modules (TPM
1.2) to protect user data. Microsoft claims the motivation behind this technology is to prevent offline ac10
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Figure 2: Examples of TrueCrypt volumes format [1]

cess to stored files on protected volumes, thereby helping to prevent data theft from stolen or improperly
handled systems [45]. Another related technology that concerns digital investigators is TrueCrypt, a free
open-source cross-platform disk encryption software that has a number of advanced features and a usable
interface [1, 48]. Despite the benefits of these technologies for data protection, they have also proven to be
an extremely effective method of hiding incriminating evidence [33].
In order to demonstrate the importance of incorporating volatile memory analysis into the digital investigation process and demonstrate the details of this technology, we decided to explore TrueCrypt 4.2a, a
popular open source filesystem encryption utility that supports a number of advanced features [1]. TrueCrypt
is a cross-platform system that supports “On the Fly Encryption” (OTFE), whereby an encrypted container
can be mounted and transparently accessed. Both encryption and decryption are performed in RAM and
unencrypted data is never stored on disk (not including swap). The TrueCrypt website clearly states that,
while performing these operations, cached passwords, encryption keys, and sensitive content can be found
in RAM [1]. We intend to demonstrate that, by integrating volatile memory analysis into the digital investigation process, it becomes extremely easy to both detect the usage of TrueCrypt and extract the keying
material to support later phases of investigation.
In this example, we will focus our attention on TrueCrypt’s file-hosted volumes, which are files that
contain encrypted virtual disk drives [1]. While on the host filesystem, these files contain no “magic”
numbers or identifiable characteristics but appear as large files of random data. As seen in Figure 2, in the
standard configuration the addressable sectors of a file-hosted volume are divided into three main areas: the
standard volume header, the standard volume data, and free space. The standard volume header is the first
512 bytes of the file-hosted volume and is encrypted using the user generated password. The encrypted
standard volume header also contains the master key which can be used to decrypt the standard volume
data. Finally, the free space of the standard configuration is generally filled with random data. TrueCrypt
can also be configured to support hidden volumes in which the addressable sectors of the free space are
divided into a hidden volume header and data. This configuration can also be seen in Figure 2. This allows
the user to continue to hide data even if they are forced to reveal a password for the standard data volume.
In this example, we will focus on the standard configuration since once they are mounted the techniques for
extracting the keying material are similar. For the sake of the example, we will also assume that passwords
are not being cached and key files are not being used.
When a TrueCrypt volume is mounted, the standard volume header is read into volatile memory and the
user is prompted for a passphrase. Using the salt extracted from the first 64 bytes of the volume header and
the user supplied password, the mounter attempts to determine the encryption characteristics of the volume
using a process of trial and error. This involves trying to decrypt the header using each of the possible
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Figure 3: TrueCrypt standard volume header format

encryption combinations. Upon success, the magic value, the ASCII string “TRUE,” will be found in first
four bytes of the header and a CRC-32 checksum of a subsection of decrypted data will match its stored
value. The format of the decrypted standard volume header can be seen in Figure 3. As seen in the figure,
once the header is decrypted correctly, it is then possible to extract the master key, which can be used to
decrypt the volume sectors.
At this point, the details become operating system dependent. However, in most cases the high level
principles are the same. As previously mentioned, TrueCrypt treats file-hosted volumes as virtual disk
drives. As a result, the processes on the system are able to interface with the disk as if it is an ordinary
block device that transparently supports OTFE encryption. This means that writes to this random access
storage device will be encrypted and reads will be decrypted. On Linux, TrueCrypt is implemented as
a Device Mapper target, which means that it leverages the logical volume management support provided
by the Device Mapper to treat the standard volume data as a virtual block device. Once the master key
is extracted from the standard volume header, the mounter relies on the TrueCrypt target constructor to
properly initialize the Device Mapper target.
In virtual memory, each Device Mapper target is represented by a dm target object. The dm target
object has a private member, which is a void pointer used to store local context information about the
particular target. As the TrueCrypt target is instantiated, the private member is initialized to the local context
of the TrueCrypt target. This context is stored in the target ctx object, which includes information such as
the targets volume path, virtual memory page pool, flags, times, and a pointer to its cryptographic context, ci.
The cryptographic context object, CRYPTO INFO, is used to store the cryptographic information extracted
from the standard volume header including the master key. This structure also includes information about
the algorithms being used, the mode of operation, the initialization vector, and the hidden volume state.
While the TrueCrypt volume is mounted, this information is stored in volatile memory to allow encryption
and decryption to be performed transparently.
By integrating volatile memory analysis in the digital investigation process, it becomes possible to not
only determine if TrueCrypt is being utilized, but also extract the memory resident keying material. However, we need a method to automate the process of finding this information. As with non-virtualized block
devices, the Linux operating system uses major and minor numbers to determine how to interface with a
particular device. In the case of a Device Mapper, the major number is used to distinguish the device as a
Device Mapper target and the minor number allows Device Mapper to quickly determine the specific device.
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Figure 4: A graphical representation of the relationships between the data structures used to extract the
keying material

In order to perform these lookups quickly, the Device Mapper kernel module relies on an IDR structure to
keep track of allocated minor numbers. The IDR library uses a radix tree like structure as a sparse array
used for mapping integer IDs to pointers without requiring fixed-size tables [21]. In this structure, the minor
number is the integer ID that is mapped to a pointer. When in use, this pointer references a mapped device.
In order for the Device Mapper to quickly perform lookups it leverages the minor idr symbol.
Using the symbols exported by the Device Mapper kernel module, we are able to find the minor idr
symbol in memory. The value stored in this symbol is a pointer to a kernel object of type idr. Using the
top member of this object, we are able to find the root of the IDR tree, which is object of type idr layer.
The layers member of the idr layer object can be used to find the upper bound on the number of minor
numbers that are being stored in the IDR tree. By incrementing through these ids until we reach the upper
bound, we are able to find the ones that are populated with pointers to mapped device objects. Each
mapped device object in turn maintains a pointer to dm table object, which contains the function table
mapping for this device. The dm table object also contains a targets member, which points to the Device
Mapper target that makes use of this particular function table mapping. As previously mentioned, Device
Mapper targets are instantiated in memory as dm target objects that stores the TrueCrypt targets local
context information, target ctx. Using the ci member of this object, we can find the master key member
of the CRYPTO INFO object. Once this information is found in the image, it can be extracted for later
use. With a few minor changes to the mounter, we can use the extracted cryptographic information to mount
the volume offline without the password. A graphical representation of the relationships between these data
structures can be seen in Figure 4.
The purpose of this example was to demonstrate the feasibility of extracting keying material from a
volatile memory image and emphasize the importance of including volatile memory analysis in your digital
investigation process. Another point of this exercise was to introduce the reader to some of the important
concepts necessary for performing this type of analysis. On the other hand, it is important to give the
caveat that there are a number of different aspects that have the potential to make this process substantially
more difficult. In order to facilitate discussion, we chose a easy example in which we have access to the
application’s source code and the source code to the kernel. In many cases, especially in when dealing with
Windows or malicious code, we will not have the luxury of the source code or symbols. But, if you have
an understanding of the functionality provided by the application and how that depends on the underlying
operating system, you can often find how the cryptographic context and keys are being stored. For example,
if you understand how device drivers store auxiliary information, the process is very similar once those
objects can be located in the volatile memory image. There are also many characteristics of this application
and its cryptographic properties that make the example amenable to volatile memory analysis. For example,
the TrueCrypt application allows you interact transparently with virtual disk drive while providing OTFE.
Performance is also a big concern so, until the encryption is done in hardware, these types of applications
can ill afford to constantly poll a static hardware device like a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). As a result,
it stores the keying material in volatile memory at least as long as the disk is mounted and the master key
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for the standard volume data is rarely changed. On the other hand, if you consider some network protocols
that employ cryptographic principles like perfect forward secrecy and that update session keys regularly,
you may only be able to decrypt a limited subset of the data. While there are a number of challenges facing
the volatile memory analysis community, recent incidents have demonstrated the importance of including
volatile memory analysis in your digital investigation process [33].

7

Challenges and Anti-Forensics

In addition to the lack of legal precedent associated with volatile memory analysis, there are still a number
of technical challenges and limitations as well. The first issue is temporal proximity. This relates to the
fact that volatile memory analysis will only be able to detect those objects that are active on the system or
inactive objects whose resources have not been reclaimed for other use. As a result, it will be most effective
at detecting persistent changes to the system or in circumstances where acquisition is performed in close
temporal proximity to the incident. Another challenge is that in many situations the processor cannot be
halted in order to perform a volatile memory acquisition. As a result, the image collected is similar to a
blurry snapshot of a moving object. Thus, there may be semantic inconsistencies between data objects that
need to be accounted for during analysis.
Another major challenge for the volatile memory analysis community is to consider the malicious adversary and anti-forensics. For example, most of the publicly available acquisition techniques for both volatile
and non-volatile data either depend on the assumption that the operating system or some hardware component of the system can be trusted [8, 15, 16]. Recently, people have begun to attack these mechanisms and
corrupt the acquisition process [12, 22]. This is being addressed both by virtualization and new hardware
acquisition support that allows acquisition to be performed by interfacing directly with the hardware.
It is also important to emphasize that volatile memory analysis needs to be integrated into both the
Search and Reconstruction Phases of the digital investigation process as well. Many of the volatile memory
analysis tools and techniques designed for the Survey Phase of the digital investigation process [19, 44, 4],
including Volatools, are susceptible to a malicious adversary. The first form of attacks relates to creating
false negatives or hiding. Using some very simple techniques, it is possible to hide from both list-walking
and linear scanning techniques. For example, many of the list-walking techniques are susceptible to Direct
Object Manipulation (DOM) attacks similar to those presented by Butler [20]. As a result, simply unlinking
the EPROCESS object from the list of ActiveProcessLinks will often allow it to hide from list-walkers.
In response to these forms of attack, people have suggested linear scanning techniques [19, 44]. They
often perform a linear scan of physical memory in search of objects that match what they consider “reliable patterns” [44]. Unfortunately, a reliable pattern may rely on characteristics of an object that are not
essential. As the filesystem community has realized [5], essential and nonessential members of an object
can only be judged with respect to a particular purpose. For example, the Type and Size members of the
DISPATCHER HEADER object, used by the synchronization mechanisms, may help provide a reliable
pattern for an EPROCESS object but are not essential for a process to be scheduled. Thus, these values can
be changed and the process will not be seen by the majority of the linear scanning tools. By using simple
techniques, it is possible to hide from both list-walking and linear scanning Survey tools collectively. Based
on these same notions of essential and non-essential, there are also a number of techniques that can be used
to the sanitize the non-essential members of an object in memory [47].
Another area of concern is the susceptibility of these tools to false positives or decoys. It is possible
for a malicious adversary to dramatically increase the noise to signal ratio and keep the digital investigator
busy. Many of the linear-scanning tools available perform a context insensitive scan of the physical address
space in search of their reliable patterns. Unfortunately, using this method makes it extremely easy for a
malicious adversary to create “life-like” decoys. In fact, it is even possible to fool many of these tools by
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creating an decoy operating system, since the majority of the available tools do not acquire or make use
of CPU register values. Unfortunately, many of the aforementioned attacks will not be addressable within
the Survey Phase of the investigation process and will require advanced analysis in both the Search and
Reconstruction Phases.

8

Future Work

As it is obvious to see, a substantial amount of work still needs to be done in the area of volatile memory
analysis. Our work currently focuses on building new tools and techniques for integrating volatile memory
analysis into the more advanced Search and Reconstruction Phases of the digital investigation process. This
work is primarily being done by the FATKit project, which attempts to focus on the goals of automation,
reuse, and visualization [24, 34, 47]. We are also collaborating with other groups to improve the correlation
with other data stores and update current forensics resources to support the needs of the volatile memory
analysis community. Finally, we are also working with, and avidly seeking, practitioners who provide the
useful feedback and testing that drives our work.

9

Conclusion

Despite the increased attention given to volatile memory analysis, many investigators still feel they are too
overburdened to analyze another “substance,” volatile memory. The purpose of this paper was to emphasize
that volatile memory is a critical component of the digital crime scene and, as such, should also be integrated
into every phase of the digital investigation process used to analyze that crime scene. In particular, this paper
focused on the Survey Phase of that process and introduced a tool set, Volatools, that can be used to address
some of the limitations associated with popular tools and techniques for live response. Finally, the paper
discussed how leveraging the context provided by volatile memory analysis during the digital investigation
process has the potential to help address some of the main challenges facing the digital forensics community.
We hope people will walk away with the impetus to start collecting this valuable piece of evidence.
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